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Aops: How to Submit an Approve Vendor Order
NOTE: ORDER DEADLINE SUBMISSIONS by 11:59pm Mondays for
all Approved Vendor Orders.
1. Log in to Aops Website
a. Open web browser and go to http://aops.washington.edu
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b. Log in with your UWNetID.
2. The first page you will see is your Inbox. This is where all pending items and items that require
attention show up.
3. Click on the top navigation bar: Animal Operations

4. You will see a list of the PI’s active protocols.
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All activity in Aops requires you to choose the appropriate protocol to initiate an action.
Protocols are automatically pushed into the system once approved by IACUC in Hoverboard.
Click on the protocol that you wish to order animals on.

5. Initiate an Animal Order

On the left hand navigation bar, you will see a button to “Order Animals”. Click this to initiate an animal
order. All animal orders are initiated using this button‐Approved Vendor, Non Approved Vendor, and
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Animal Imports. For more information on initiating a Non Approved Vendor order or an Animal import,
please see page 13.
To navigate through the forms‐ Use Continue/Back OR “Jump To”
Click this button to start the smart form to initiate all animal orders.
6. Input the ordering information
The first screen just confirms what protocol you are ordering under, and if the animals need to
be housed in ABSL2, ABSL2+ or ABSL3 housing.
The second screen is where you input the line item information.
Click “Add” under the “Order Line items” header.

This will open a dialog box where you input the information for each line item you wish to order.
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Input your information for each strain. Sexes should be separated by line item. Males in one line item,
and females in another, even if they are the same strain.
Please note:
 You may only order from one vendor per order
 One species per order. You can mix strains, but can only request rats on one request and
then mice on another, not on the same order.
a) Animal Group: The animal group is the pain category for the animals. Please note that this
information is used to debit the protocol properly.
b) Catalog/Stock number: this is the strain code listed on the vendor website. Jackson, Taconic,
Envigo and Charles River orders all REQUIRE this.
c) Strain: The strain must be listed exactly as it appears on the vendor website, with no
abbreviations.
a. Taconic NCRNU must include the ending to denote the sex. Ex: NCRNU‐F or NCRNU‐M
b. Jackson strain 032119 must use full strain name ‘B6.129X1‐Nrltm1Jcco/J’, NOT the short
name ‘Nrlf’
d) Financial Account: This is the budget to be used to pay for the animals. The system does not
support multiple budgets, so you will input the Order budget here.
a. All budgets need to be added to the system and tied to the protocol. Only budgets that
have been input into the system will populate in the drop down list. If you have a new
budget that you wish to use for orders/per diems, you will need to email Animal Billing
(billing@uw.edu) to get any budgets added to the protocol listing in AOps.. This can take
a few days for processing, so please be sure to update Animal Billing with any new
budgets as soon as you have them.
b. The system supports PCA codes, so please be sure to notify Animal Billing if there is a
PCA code you wish to use for charges on the budget.
c. If you wish to use a different budget for Per Diem charges, you will need to submit a
budget change request in AOps once cage cards are generated (usually the day of
arrival). This is the “Export/Transfer” command. If you have questions about this
process, please consult: Animal Billing (billing@uw.edu )
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e) Special Handling: Click yes and a text box appears. This is where you will note if the requested
animals are to be timed pregnant, require surgical alterations, etc. This is for any notes that are
line item specific and for DCM. (Notes to vendor are to be listed later). Please note that the
facilities house animals as they are shipped. Labs are responsible for setting up breeding cages
after the animals arrival.

f)

Age/Weight: Must include the units!
a. For weight range requests, vendors require at least a 5 gram range for mice and a 20
gram range for rats.
b. For age requests, please specify weeks or days. (or months for NIA orders only).
i. 23‐29 days
ii. 8 weeks
iii. Mom with PND20 pups
c. For timed pregnant requests, please list as “TP E#” ex: TP E19
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g) Requested Housing Location: This is the housing room that you wish the animals to be housed
in.
a. If you are ordering Non Approved Vendor or Animal Import this is the final housing
room. Quarantine rooms are assigned by RHMP, and do not need to be noted here.
b. Only one housing room may be chosen per order.
h) Additional Comments to vendor
Please input any comments regarding this line item that the vendor needs to see in this box.

7. Assign vendor
This is where you choose your vendor.



Approved vendors will be listed in the pick list in #1 (red arrow)
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If this is a NAV or Import, click “Vendor is not listed above” (blue arrow)
This will open a separate dialog box for you to input the vendor information.

8. Hazardous Agent Information
This is where you note which ABSL level the animals should be housed in.
9. Requested Delivery Dates and Order Contact Information
1. Please specify the order contact. This is the person who will be able to make
decisions on the order (ex: counter offers, delivery date changes)
2. Animal Contact: this person will be the contact for the animals once they are
housed. Their information will be on the cage cards. Please provide a cell phone
number that is available 24/7 for animal issues
3. Choose the delivery dates here:
a. Vendors have specific delivery dates (which are noted on the Select a
Vendor screen)
b. All orders must be submitted for next week’s delivery at the earliest.
c. All USDA species and NIA orders must request a delivery date at least 2
weeks after submission. These orders take longer to process, and
require additional lead time.
4. Only one delivery date request permitted per order. If you have multiple
delivery dates you desire, use the “Copy Animal Order” function to create a
new requisition for each delivery date request (located on the order workspace
in the lefthand navigation)

10. How Do I Submit‐ Your order is not submitted just by clicking “Finish”. Clicking Finish moves
you back to the order workspace. You must choose the “Submit” button in order to actually submit your
order.
You can save orders in the pending submission state for as long as you require.
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After you click “finish”, AOps takes you to the order workspace. Your order has not been submitted.
From here, you can see the order status, the order requisition number “AOT ########”, and what line
items are on the request.
This is where you click “Submit” (red circle) when you are ready to send the order to the next stage of
the process.
A dialog box will pop up, where you can input notes that apply to the entire order (blue arrow):





This is where to put the NIA grant #, NIA PI, Project name, etc for NIA orders
If this is a Non Approved Vendor or Animal Import request, use the “add” button to
upload the health reports and the quote (for NAVs). These documents are required for
processing, and must be submitted in the system (sending institutions may no longer
email vets directly or import@uw.edu. These items MUST be submitted at time of
request.)
If you are ordering 2 different strains, and one of them may be waitlisted, please note
where the animals must arrive on the same date in this box.
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11. Next Steps:
Your order will now go to Vivarium Review (Approved Vendor orders) or Quarantine
Review (NAVs or Animal Imports)
You can see the order status at any time by going into the order dashboard.
Requestors should check their AOps inboxes daily, as clarifications may be requested at any
time during the order processing.
Separate emails will no longer be sent. All communications and logs on the orders will
occur in the AOps system.
If there is an action item, the order will appear in your AOps inbox.
If you wish to see the status of the orders, you can go to AopS‐>Orders‐> All Orders [or
whichever state you are looking at]
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The statuses:
Pre‐Submission: Orders that are in draft state by the requestor, but have not yet been
submitted for processing.
In‐Review: the order is either being reviewed by the facility for housing approval, or vet
services for quarantine review (NAVs or Imports)
Pending Submission: Sub State‐ “Pending Submission” Orders that are to sent to the vendor
(by your Animal Purchasing Coordinator) or “Pending Vendor Confirmation”‐ orders that are
awaiting confirmation. The sub state is listed in the line item.
Pending Delivery: The order has been confirmed by the vendor, and awaiting actual
delivery
Pending Reconciliation: This state is where orders are awaiting invoicing, or confirmation of
receipt by facility.
Completed: All orders that have completed all steps above, and have arrived in the facility,
been invoiced, etc
All Orders: Shows all orders, regardless of state.

If you need to cancel an order:
1. Click into the order you wish to cancel from the Aops Dashboard.
2. If the order is in pre‐submission state (before you’ve clicked the “submit”
button): Click “Cancel” on lefthand navigation bar
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3. This opens a Dialog box. Please input reason for cancellation then click
“OK”. A reason must be specified.
4. The order state will change to “Cancelled”
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If you wish to cancel an order that has already been sent to the vendor (status = pending submission
or later)
1. From the order page (Aops‐>AOT000000###), click “Request Cancellation” on left hand
navigation
2. Enter the reason for the cancellation request, specify if you only need to cancel 1 line item,
etc, and click OK
3. This will send the order to the Animal Order Coordinator. This does not mean your order
has been cancelled.
4. The animal order coordinator will review the request and determine if cancellation is
feasible.
5. Order cancellations for approved vendors must be submitted by Wednesday at 9am for
orders pending delivery the following week. Large animal orders/USDA orders require at
least 5 days notice.
If you wish to cancel only one line item on an order, but keep the rest of the line items active:
1.

From the order page (AOpsAOT00000###), Click “Cancel Order Line Items” on the
lefthand navigation.
2. Use the check boxes to select which line items you wish to cancel.
3. Click “Okay” to submit the request for processing.

If you need to request a change to an order:
1. If order is in Pre‐Submission state: You can make any edits to the order line items and then click
“Submit” to submit the order for processing.
2. If order is in In‐Review or Pending Submission states: Email animals@uw.edu with the order ID
number (AOT####) and the change requested. Your Animal Purchasing coordinator will make
the changes requested.
3. If the order is in Pending Delivery state: Email animals@uw.edu and they will check to see if the
order change is possible.
Regardless of state, all change order requests MUST be submitted via email by 9am Wednesday on
the week prior to delivery date to Animal Purchasing. Large animal change order requests should be
submitted at least 7‐10 days prior to delivery for adequate vendor communication.
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AOps: How to Place a Non Approved Vendor Order or Animal
Import Request
7. You will also need:
a. Quote for costs
b. Current health reports for where the animals are currently housed. The health reports
must be dated within 3 months. Older health reports will prevent processing.
8. Follow the steps above through step 6‐ Select a Vendor
a. If you request to breed in quarantine, please put this request both in the line item
Additional Comments in #12, and also for the entire order after you click submit.
b. Breeding in quarantine is only authorized per RHMP and breeders must be set up by the
lab approximately 2 weeks prior to release from quarantine. Pups born in quarantine
will delay release from quarantine.
AOps only lists the Approved Vendors in the pick list in #1.

At this step, for Select a Vendor, you will click the check box in #2, “Vendor Is Not Listed Above”.
Click Continue, and the system will open a dialog box for you to input the vendor information.
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If a required field is not applicable, (Ex: no sending PI/lab contact because it is a non‐approved vendor
purchase), please put “N/A”. All other fields are required. Missing information will prevent order
processing.
#1 is important. This is the only notification that we will have to create a PO for the order.
c. If you click yes, you MUST provide a quote which lists the Remit To Address on it from
the institution. This quote will be uploaded to the system in the last step.
9. For Requested Delivery Dates page, please keep in mind that NAVs and Imports take
approximately 4‐6 weeks for processing and approvals for domestic vendors. Choose a delivery
date at least 1 month after from your request date. The delivery date will be updated by your
Animal Order Coordinator once confirmed with the vendor.

10. Clicking Finish does not submit the request. This will take you back to the order workspace.
11. Once you are ready to submit the request for processing, Click “Submit” in the order workspace.
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12. This will open a dialog box for addition of the supporting documents (quote and health reports),
and to request breeding in quarantine.
a. Use # 2 to upload the quote (only required if you clicked “Yes” in #1 on the Other
Vendor Information Page “Costs in addition to shipping”) and health reports.

Next Steps:
Once submitted, the order will go to quarantine review and vivarium review. At this time, many
clarifications may be requested. Please keep an eye on your inbox in AOps.
Once approvals are completed, the Animal Purchasing agent will send the shipment approval PDF to
the vendor export coordinator, which will include the PO for payments (if required), the quarantine
shipping address, and any instructions.
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The order state will then change to “Pending submission” and the line items state will be listed as
“Pending Vendor Confirmation”. Requestors will be cc’d on the email with shipment approval.
You can look at the status of your request at any time by going in to the order workspace.

All order requests have a requisition assigned to them. This is the AOT####### listed at the top of
the page. Please note this requisition number, as it is how all orders are tracked in the system.
The large yellow box at the top left notes the order state. Currently, this order is in presubmission,
as the “Submit” button has not yet been clicked.
Order summary information is located in the header, under the “Animal Order‐PROTOXXXXXXX‐PI
Name” heading. This is where you can find who is listed as the order contact (on the cage cards)
when it was created, and who created the order (“Owner”).
If you click on the History Tab, this will show you all actions that have been taken on the request.
This is also where you can find any “Clarification Requested”, documents uploaded, etc for the
request.

If you need to request a change to an order:
1. If order is in Pre‐Submission state: You can make any edits to the order line items and then click
“Submit” to submit the order for processing.
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2. If order is in In‐Review or Pending Submission states: Email animals@uw.edu with the order ID
number (AOT####) and the change requested. Your Animal Purchasing coordinator will make
the changes requested.
3. If the order is in Pending Delivery state: Email animals@uw.edu and they will check to see if the
order change is possible.
Regardless of state, all change order requests MUST be submitted via email by 9am Wednesday on
the week prior to delivery date to Animal Purchasing. Large animal change order requests should be
submitted at least 7‐10 days prior to delivery for adequate vendor communication.
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ALL ORDERS‐ When an Order Clarification is Requested
Occasionally, you will see in your inbox that an order has been sent back.
The status will say “Clarification Requested (current state)”

This means an order cannot be completed as submitted, and requires action by the requestor.

1. Click into the order ID, and it will take you to the order workspace (red arrow)
2. Once inside the order workspace, click on the History Tab.
a. From here you will see the comments about what is an issue, and what needs to be
done.

From here, there are two options on how to proceed.
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1.

If the order request needs to be updated, click “Edit Order” from the lefthand
navigation tab.
From here, you can use the “jump to” command to navigate to the proper section of the order,
and make the changes required.
Once changes are complete, you must click “Submit Response” and then “OK”. This is the
command to send it back to the next reviewer for processing.

2.

If the order has a question that needs an answer, you can click “Submit
Response” and use the comments field to provide an answer to the reviewer that requested
the clarification. Once the comments have been entered, you must click “OK”.
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Once complete, your order status will change back to the original state.
It is important to keep an eye on your inbox throughout the week, as order clarifications can occur at
any time and must be answered promptly in order to accommodate order deadlines.
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